WATER  UNDER  THE  BRIDGES
ment fought an unequal battle with those of retribution." Poor
abused word "appeasement," so misinterpreted by the passionate
prejudices of the moment, yet so indispensable and invaluable if the
world is to go on striving towards the brotherhood of man in the
Federation of the world.
I attended the signing of the Treaty in the Galerie des Glaces at
Versailles. Yet even at that early moment one sensed a feeling of
deception and disillusionment and a suspicion that the great oppor-
tunity which all the world at that time sought so ardently, and had the
right to anticipate, had been lost. Nobody was really satisfied (though
that perhaps would have been too much to ask) except possibly the
British, who did believe in the ideals and workability of the League
of Nations. The Germans were left bitter and resentful, and as for
the French they felt they had been let down by both the Americans
and ourselves, and in Paris the saying went that "the French army had
won the war but Clemenceau had lost the peace."
Part of my work at the Embassy was to read daily some fifteen to
twenty French newspapers and to make extracts from them of any
passages affecting Britain. It was almost a whole-time job during the
Peace Conference, so numerous and so violent were the attacks on us
in the French Press. As a distinguished diplomatist, who found me
busily typing out these extracts one morning, said to me, "If an
inhabitant from Mars completely ignorant of events on Earth had
landed in Paris one morning and started to read the French news-
papers, 'Hullo,' he would say, 1 see there has been a war on between
Britain and France/ " In the end that reading of the newspapers and
extracting the guts of them became too onerous a task for the Head of
the Chancery, and I managed to relieve myself of it, thanks to Lord
Derby's support, by getting Charles Mendl appointed Press Attache
to the Embassy. I still look back on that appointment with the
utmost satisfaction* Mendl, with his many contacts in Paris, proved
himself invaluable to a long series of Ambassadors, and, in spite of
sporadic efforts by his enemies to dislodge him, he held the post till
France was overrun in the present war, when Sir Charles Mendl, as he
had become, departed for the States with his remarkable American
wife.
The first concrete evidence of what Frenchmen felt about the
Treaty of Versailles was shown in the elections for President of the
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